INTRODUCTION {#sec1-1}
============

Gastric cancer is a universally common cancer\[[@ref1]\] and the second most common cause of cancer related death.\[[@ref2]\] Lymph node metastasis is reported to be one of the most important prognostic factors for gastric carcinoma.\[[@ref3][@ref4][@ref5][@ref6]\]

The Tumor-Node-Metastasis staging method (TNM) staging system is a widely accepted method for the determination of prognosis and therapeutic plan.\[[@ref4]\] This system has been affected by increase of lymph node dissection and the pathologist\'s accuracy in finding the number of lymph nodes in the gastrectomy specimen.\[[@ref5][@ref7]\] Furthermore, extended lymphadenectomy can cause stage migration due to increase in the number of metastatic lymph nodes.\[[@ref5][@ref6][@ref8]\] Many authors suggest that the lymph node staging system based on TNM classification will not be affected by the extent of lymph node dissection.\[[@ref1][@ref5][@ref9][@ref10][@ref11][@ref12][@ref13][@ref14][@ref15]\] Some authors have shown that staging based on the metastatic lymph node ratio (N ratio), which is calculated by dividing the number of metastatic lymph nodes by the total number of nodes is an independent and easy-to-assess prognostic factor for patients with gastric cancer.\[[@ref6][@ref8][@ref16][@ref17][@ref18][@ref19]\]

Recent findings about esophageal and colon cancer patients suggest that largest involved lymph node size is a more important prognostic factor in these patients than the number of lymph nodes involved;\[[@ref20][@ref21][@ref22][@ref23]\] but in the case of gastric carcinoma there is a little evidence to show that lymph node size and metastatic nest size are prognostic factors.\[[@ref8][@ref9][@ref24]\]

In this study, we compare five methods of N classification of gastric carcinoma including TNM, N ratio, largest involved lymph node size, largest metastatic nest size, and the largest metastatic nest to lymph node size ratio for the prediction of survival and disease free survival time (DFS).

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#sec1-2}
=====================

This multicentric historical cohort study was conducted on 148 patients with M0 gastric adenocarcinoma who underwent surgery during 2002-2010: In Valiasr, Emam Khomeini, Ghods (Arak, Iran), Alzahra (Isfahan, Iran) and Emam-Reza Hospitals (Mashhad, Iran). All patients were included if they underwent curative total or partial gastrectomy for M0 primary gastric adenocarcinoma. They were excluded if they had undergone surgery for lymphoma, gastrointestinal stromal tumor, peptic ulcer, and other diseases. Patients without lymph node metastasis and patients who had distant or peritoneal metastasis were also excluded. In all cases, diagnosis had been confirmed at least 1 year before the beginning of our study.

All dissected lymph nodes cut along their longest axis and fixed in formalin, embedded in paraffin, three micron section were prepared and the slides were stained with hematoxyl in and eosin.

All the slides were reviewed by two pathologists and a consensus meeting was held in case of discrepancy. These pathologists had no information regarding the patients' prognosis (including survival or recurrence).

Important microscopic features were recorded, these include: Type of Adenocarcinoma (signet, intestinal), grade (poorly, moderately, and well-differentiated), stage, number of dissected and involved lymph nodes, largest size of involved the lymph nodes, largest metastatic nest diameter, and largest metastatic nest to lymph node diameter ratio.

The five systems were explained as bellow;

First: the node ratio (N ratio); the ratio of the number of involved lymph node to the total number of harvesting lymph nodes.

Second: the largest involve lymph node size; among involve lymph node the size of largest one was selected.

Third: the largest metastatic nest size; involve lymph nodes nest were mark under 40 magnifications. Then by microscopic ruler the size was measured and the largest one was selected. In case of multiple nests in one lymph node the sum of diameter of all were considered.

Forth: the largest metastatic nest to lymph node size ratio; for every involved lymph node the ratio of metastatic nest size to diameter of lymph node was calculated then among them the biggest ratio was selected.

Fifth: the well-known TNM system.

[Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} shows each classification method.
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Methods of lymph node status classification
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Then, the survival rate and recurrence rate and disease free survival period of patients were determined. These patients were visited by an oncologist or surgeon and survival and recurrence rates were determined.

Then, we determined the optimal cut off points of the N ratio, the largest involved lymph node size, the largest metastatic nest size and the largest metastatic nest to lymph node size ratio, which can predict prognosis (including survival time and DFS).

Finally, survival and DFS in the subgroups of each method were compared.

All data were analyzed by spss software (spss Inc., Chicago IL, VSA, version 16).

Simple descriptive techniques were used to describe the variables among the participants. The K-S and levene\'s test were applied to verify normal distribution and equality of variances. According to the results of the tests, mentioned above, we used the student *t*-test or Mann--withney U test for the comparison of the quantitative data in grouping variables. The Chi square test was used to find the relationship between the qualitative data. Receiver operating characteristic curves and sensitivity analysis were used to determine the optimal cut-off value of the N ratio, largest involved lymph node size, largest metastatic nest size, largest Metastatic to lymph node size ratio. Actuarial and Kaplan--Meier methods were used to estimate the survival function. Survival functions were compared by using the log--rank test between the subgroups.

All procedures were performed according to the principle of the Ethical Standards Committee of Arak (Iran) University of Medical Sciences.

RESULT {#sec1-3}
======

A total of 148 cases of gastric cancer in the time interval ranging from 2002 to 2010 reported in five hospitals in Iran were evaluated. The patients included 106 men (71.6%) and 42 women (28.4%). The mean age was 63.09 years (range = 27-85). Lymph node metastasis was observed in 114 cases. (77.02%)

The number of dissected lymph nodes per patient varied widely (1-48), with mean of 9.26. The mean primary tumor size was 5.7 cm (5.26-6.15). The 5-year overall survival rate was 16% \[[Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}\] and the median of overall survival time were 16 months. (10.72-21.27). The median of overall DFS was 12 months (8.46-15.53). 102 (68.91%) patients were died by the end of follow-up. The results of the comparative analysis of demographics clinical and pathological features are shown in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}.
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###### 

Comparative analysis of demographic, clinical and pathological features in-patient with gastric carcinoma
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Median survival times were not significantly different between the subgroups of the clinicopathological parameters including sex, age, and site of tumor, type of gastrectomy, histological type, and grade of adenocarcinoma.

The numbers of patients in each nodal group is shown in [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}. The comparative analysis of survival and DFS in each nodal group according to the five nodal classification systems is presented in [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"} and Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}--[6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}.

###### 

Number of patient in each nodal group according to five staging system (*N*=148)
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###### 

Result analysis of survival and DFS between subgroups of each *N* classification system
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DISCUSSION {#sec1-4}
==========

Lymph node metastasis is one of the most important prognostic factors of gastric cancer.\[[@ref25][@ref26][@ref27][@ref28]\] At present, the classification of lymph node involvement in gastric cancer is still under extensive evaluation; there are some objectives for tumor staging: Assisting in the definition of clinical treatment, simplicity, surgical applicability, and providing some prognostic information for patients. To accomplish these objectives, every lymph node metastasis classification system should be simple, accurate, reproducible and prognostic relevance without stage migration.\[[@ref6][@ref8]\] Reproducibility is crucial for post-treatment pathological classification, inter, and intra observer variability has to be low.\[[@ref6]\] According to each lymph node metastasis classification, the prognosis can be estimated and determine the therapeutic strategy planning.\[[@ref4][@ref6][@ref28]\]

It has been suggested that the number of metastasis lymph nodes (TNM staging) is a widely accepted, convenience, reproducible method with good assessing potential for the prognosis of gastric cancer.\[[@ref4][@ref5][@ref29][@ref30][@ref31]\] This staging system is influenced by the number of the resected and examined lymph node. Although N classification is recommended the 15 or more lymph nodes should be examined for accurate staging of gastric carcinoma,\[[@ref32]\] the number of metastatic lymph nodes increases in proportion to the number of dissected nodes, suggesting that the patient classified as N1 after limited lymph node dissection may be classified as N2 or N3 after extensive lymphadenectomy. On the other hand, the N classification may be changed by adding or reducing one or more positive lymph nodes.\[[@ref8][@ref13][@ref14]\] This phenomenon is the so called stage migration error. Stage migration occurs in 5-15% of gastric cancer cases, after extensive lymphadenectomy.\[[@ref9][@ref15]\] In addition, when fewer than 15 lymph nodes are detected, the probability of stage migration rises.

Another method for N classification in gastric cancer is N ratio, which is calculated by dividing the number of metastatic lymph nodes by the total number of nodes harvested. This factor reflects both tumor characteristics: The number of metastatic lymph nodes and the extent of lymphadenectomy.\[[@ref8]\] This system is convenient, reproducible and has surgical applicability, high ability to predict survival and reduced stage migration. In addition, the N ratio system is applicable in patients when fewer than 15 lymph nodes are dissected.\[[@ref10][@ref15][@ref16][@ref17][@ref18][@ref19]\]

There has been no consensus about N ratio cut-off value for the classification of the N status in gastric carcinoma and the definition of the significant prognostic cut-off point varies.\[[@ref8][@ref9][@ref10][@ref13][@ref15][@ref19][@ref33][@ref34][@ref35]\] Many authors have shown a significant deterioration in prognosis when 25% of the removed lymph nodes were positive and in some studies three (\<10%, 10-25%, \>25%) or four (0, \<10%, 10-25%, \>25%) subgroups of cases with different survival time were identified.\[[@ref8][@ref9][@ref13][@ref18][@ref29][@ref34]\] In the present study, four subgroups of patients with remarkably different median survival time were identified: 0, \<15%, 15-40% and \>40%. We also tried to analyze the median of survival time and DFS of our cases and classify them with other cut-off points including 10% and 25%, but in the present study cut off points of 0, 15%, and 40% have the best significant different median of survival time between the subgroups. Lim *et al*. in the same study reported a significantly difference in survival rate when more than 40% of removed lymph nodes were invaded.\[[@ref33]\] Persiani *et al*. reported three subgroups of patients with significantly different 5-year survival rates by 2 cut-off points 15 and 40% (N1: Ratio \<15%, N2: Ratio 15-40%, N3: Ratio \>40%)\[[@ref5]\] we stratified the patients into four N ratio groups with three cut-off points (0, 15, 40%) rather than three N ratio groups with two cut-off points (15 and 40%); based on the hypothesis that gastric cancer with no nodal involvement should not be grouped with gastric cancer with nodal involvement. The cut-off point of zero was determined in the present study. In the literature review, other authors confirm the above hypothesis.\[[@ref8][@ref13][@ref14][@ref36]\]

The N ratio system for the classification of gastric cancer N staging is a simple, accurate and reproducible method, but routine hematoxylin and eosin staining may not exactly reflect the lymph node metastasis due to lymph node micro-metastasis.\[[@ref14]\]

Others methods examined in this study for N classification of gastric cancer depend on the size of the lymph node and metastatic nest. There are several reports that the largest involved lymph node size may be useful for N classification in esophageal and colon cancer;\[[@ref20][@ref21][@ref22][@ref23]\] however, attention to the largest involved lymph node size in N classification of gastric carcinoma has been rare.

Two previous study divided patients into two groups: Lymph node size \<2 cm, \> = 2 cm and found that this method was an independent prognostic factor.\[[@ref8][@ref14]\] Dhar *et al*. in another study suggested a 7 mm or less cut-off point in the n classification of a number of patients who were then assigned to group N1, a second group that is group N2 had a8 mm or more cut-off point.\[[@ref24]\] These above methods stratified patients into three groups (N0, N1, N2) with 2 cut- off points (7, 20 mm), but we stratified patients into 4 groups (N0, N1, N2, N3) with three cut-off points (0, 5, 11 mm). Since our classification is divided into four groups, this method is comparable with other classifications. Furthermore, it seems that both the size of lymph node and the size of the metastatic nest have theoretical value in the classification of N groups. Our study showed that the largest metastatic nest size was an independent prognostic factor in terms of overall and DFS.

It seems, in a theoretical approach, two factors that is metastatic nest size and lymph node size are important in the N classification of gastric carcinoma according to size; We described a factor for the classification of gastric cancer N groups according to the above two factors, we named this factor the largest metastatic nest to lymph node size ratio (MLS ratio). In this study, metastatic nest to lymph node diameter ratio was calculated for each lymph node and the largest ratio selected. MLS ratio is an independent prognostic factor in terms of overall and disease free survival rate. This method for gastric cancer N classification is a simple technique and needs only a standard microscopic ruler. This method is applicable especially in patients with fewer than 15 lymph nodes removed during surgery.

CONCLUSION {#sec1-5}
==========

From among the N staging system we recommend the metastatic lymph node ratio and the largest metastatic nest to lymph node size systems, since they are reproducible, simple, have good survival applicability, have prognostic value and include less stage migration specially in patients whom fewer than 15 lymph nodes are dissected.
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